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ABSTRACT 
For each prime p >~ 5, certain groups of exponent p are exhibited. It follows that 
the precise solubility length of B*,~ (the restricted Burnside group of exponent p on 
4 generators) i  at least [1 + log.o(p -- 1)]. 
INTRODU CTION 
It is a well-known result of Meir-Wunderli [4] that metabelian groups 
of prime exponent p are nilpotent of class at most p (independent of the 
number of generators). An upper bound for the nilpotency class in terms 
of solubility length of exponent-p-groups is given in Tobin [5]. For an 
improvement on Tobin's result and for an upper bound in terms of the 
polynilpotence-type of these groups, the reader is referred to Gupta [2]. 
It becomes natural to ask, in particular, about the existence of exponent-p- 
groups with large solubility length and large nilpotency class for their 
derived groups. Our main result in this paper is 
THEOREM A. Let p ~ 5 be a prime. For each integer m = 2,..., p -- 1, 
there exists a 4-generator group Gm of  exponent p whose solubility length is 
precisely 1, where l is the least positive integer such that 2 ~-1 >/m.  Moreover, 
G~ (the derived group o f  G,~) is nilpotent o f  class precisely m -- 1 and G,~ 
itself is nilpotent o f  class precisely p -~ m -- 3. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let 
G : gp{x0, x l ,  x2, x~ ; x/" ~ e, xixj = xjx~} 
be an elementary Abelian group of order p4 and let F = F4 be the free 
group of rank 4 freely generated by Xo, Xl, x2, x3. Let Z~G denote the 
group ring of G over integers modp;  and identify in the usual way w ~ G 
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and j e Z~ by i 9 w and je, respectively, in Z~G. Let J denote the ideal of 
Z~G generated by all elements e + w + .-. + w ~-1. Let 
A ~A (k) ( i , i - l [P  ~ i ~ 2, k ---- 0, 1, 2, 3} (1) 
be a set of independent, associative, and commuting indeterminates which 
also commute with every element of Z~G/~ ; and let 
R = Z~GI,[A] (2) 
denote the polynomial ring in hck) ,. with coefficients from Z~G/s i,i--1 5 
Throughout the rest of the paper the use of elements of Z~G is supposed 
to be modulo J unless otherwise stated. This is done mainly to simplify 
the notation. 
For each integer m(2 ~ m ~< p), let Gm be the multiplicative group 
of the lower triangular m • m matrices (over R) generated by 
- e 
h(k) 
21 Xk 
0 ~(k) ~'32 
_0  0 0 
x~ 
0 
~(k) m -2 
m--l,m--2 Xk 
0 ~Oc) x~ -1 
= (x~>,, 
for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, together with the identity matrix [e. o] 
0 e, 
= <e)m. 
I f  w----x~.~ "'" x~.~, where E 1 ..... ~{- -1 ,  1}, is an arbitrary word in F, 
we define 
<w>,~ = <x,,>2 ... (x , ,>~.  (3) 
We first show that Gm is of exponent p. Clearly it is enough to show 
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that (w)~, ~ = (e)~, since, for m < p, the matrix (w),,, ~ forms a part 
of the matrix (w)~, ~. I f  w = e, then 
where N~ is the matrix with entries zero on its main diagonal and so N~ ~ 
is the zero matrix. Thus (w)~ = (e}~. I f  w :7~ e, the characteristic 
equation of (w}~ is 
(A - -  e ) (A  - -  w) . . . (A  - -  w ~-1) = 0,  
which is the same as 
A~ - -  ~rl)~-I + "'" + %,_1% - -  e = O, (4) 
where % ..... %_1 are the elementary symmetric functions in e, w ..... w *'-I. 
Let J* denote the ideal of Z~[w] generated by the element 
e + w + . ' .  + w ~-~ 
and let oJ be a primitive p-th root of unity. Then Z~[~o] is isomorphic 
to Z~[w]/j. in the obvious manner. Since the first p -  1 elementary 
symmetric functions in 1, ~o ..... oJ ~-~ are zero, under the isomorphism 
we see that cq ..... %_1 e J* C J. By the Caley-Hamilton theorem, (4) 
gives (w}~ ~ = (e}~. Thus G,,, is of exponent p. (See also Bachmuth and 
Mochizuki [1] for a similar argument.) 
Let p~ denote the homomorphism o fF  onto G~ which takes w to (w}~ ; 
and let ker q~ denote the kernel of ~ .  In the preceding paragraph 
we proved that F~ (the subgroup generated by the p-th powers of elements 
of F) is contained in ker %, for every m = 2 ..... p. Let yn(F) and 3~(F) 
denote, respectively, the n-th term of the lower central series of F and the 
l-th term of the derived series of F(y~.(F) = 3a(F ) = F'). The proof of 
Theorem A is then reduced to the proof of the following 
THEOREM B.  For  m = 2,..., p -  1, 
(Bx) 7,~(F') _C ker cp,~, 
(Be) 3~(F) __C_ ker Cpm, 
where l is least positive integer such that 2 z-1 >i m, 
(B3) 3~_1(F) ~ ker %, ,  
(B4) ym_l(F') g ker q~,,, 
(Bs) ya.+~-a(F) ~ ker %n, 
(Br) y~+m-z(F) - ker cpm. 
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We now proceed to prove Theorem B. For each integer l ~ 1 we 
define Z '~ to be the ideal of Z~G generated by all elements of the form 
(w 1 -- 1) -.- (w~ -- 1). Then we have 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) Z'~-I __c J; 
(b) (w- -  1) ~-2r  for w~e.  
(The proof of (a) follows from a more general result of Gupta, Newman, 
and Tobin [3, Lemma I], while the proof of (b) follows from the iso- 
morphism of Z~[~o] and Z~[w]/s..) 
To simplify calculations in G,~ we introduce certain mappings 
~j(p ~ i ~ j ~ I) of F into R defined as 
~ij(w) ----- (/-entry of the matrix (w),  (5) 
(clearly all ~ij's are well-defined mappings and, if p > m ~ i ~ j ~ 1, 
then (/-entry of (w),~ =/ j -entry of (w)~,). As an immediate consequence 
of the definition (5) we have the basic lemma 
LEMMA 2. 
(a) o~ii(w ) = wi-X; 
(b) ~ij(e) = 0 for  i > j; 
(c) o~ij(uv ) = vJ-lo~ij(u) -~ ui-lgij(v) -~- 
(d) ~ij(w ~+~) = cqj(w ~) 
(e) ~ij(w t) = (t~l 
/c~O 
i--1 
Z ~i~(u)~j(v); 
lr 
w k(i-~+(t-k-x)t~-x)) o~i~(w ) 
(f) 
+ terms involving O~/1,Jl(W ) with 
for W' ~ F', 
~ij(w '~) = l~tj(w') + terms involving 
~il.ja(W') with ix --  Jx < i - -  j 
(this follows from (e) since w' ~- e). 
ix - - J l  < i - - j ;  
From Lemma 2, we deduce 
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LEMMA 3. 
(a)  ~.i-du, vl = u-" - l ' (v  -1 - 1) ~,~.~_l(u) - v - " - l~(u  -1 - 1) ~,~_l(V) .  
i 
( i>1)  ~L,=I 
i i ,/c 
(c) Foru '  eF 'andveF  
ai~- [u', v] = (v -1 -- 1)aij(u') + terms involving 
(r 
c~il.h(u' ) with ia --  Jl < i - -  j. 
(d) Foru ' ,v '  eF ' ,  
+ terms involving %,h(u ' )  or a~.h(v' ) 
with i l - j *  <2 k-1. 
(e) For u', v' ~ F' ,  
~;  [u', v'] = ~,,-+l(U') ~j+l.~(v') - ~.~_l(v')  ~,-l .;(u') 
(i-j > 1) 
+ terms involving aq.6(u') 
with ix -- j l  < i --  j - -  1 
(For the proof  of  Lemma 3(a), apply Lemma 2(c) to ~i,i_x(u-tv-luv) 
twice and note from Lemmas 2(d) and 2(e) that ~i,~-l(u-O = --c~'.,-l(u). 
The proofs of  Lemmas 3(c), 3(d), and 3(e) can now be derived from Lemma 
3(b) by throwing away the unwanted terms and noting (for the proof  of  
Lemma 3(e)) that v' = e implies (v '~I -- 1) ~: 0.) 
Now we are in a position to complete the proof  of Theorem B. We 
first prove by induction on i - - j~  {1, . . . ,p -  l} that 
oqj[dl ..... d~_~+d = 0 (6) 
for all d~ ,..., d;_~-+~ z F'. For  i - -  j = 1, the result comes from Lemma 3(a), 
since dl = d.~ =- e. For i -- j > 1, put u' = Ida ,..., &_j] and v' = d,-_j+,. 
By induction hypothesis aq. j~(u')= 0 for /1- - j~ < i - - j  and so 
a~j(u '-1) = --aij(u') by Lemma 2(f) .  Thus by Lemma 3(e), a~j[u', v'] = O. 
This completes the proof of (6). 
Theorem B1 now follows from (6) since y~_~+~(F') is generated by 
commutators [dl ..... d~-~+l]. Further, since 8~(F) 2 ~'2,-,(F') C ~,,,~(F'), B~ 
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is a consequence of B1. We next prepare ourselves for the proof  of B 3 . 
In what follows we shall construct a commutator C~,2~-~ which lies in 
3Z_l(F) and show that ~i.i-2~-~(Cj,2~-~) is non-zero; this would then prove 
B3, s inceU -2 <m ~<p- -  1. 
For each integer k >~ 0 and each integerj = 1, 2, 3, we define an ordered 
sequence ~:J,2~ of integers 1, 2, 3, inductively as follows: ~:j,2o = j  for 
j = 1, 2, 3; and if ~:~,2k-~ has been defined fo r j  = 1, 2, 3, then 
~,2~ = (~j,2~-~ , ~+1,2~-1), (7) 
where j + 1 = 1 i f j  = 3. Thus for example 
~1,23 = (~1,2 ~ , ~2,2 ~) = (~1,2 , ~2,2, ~2,2, ~3,2) 
= (~1,~0, ~,~o, ~,~o, ~,~o, ~,~0, ~,~o, ~,20, ~,~o) 
= (1 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,  1). 
Moreover, ~J.z~ :/: ~J+1,2/~" Corresponding to each ~J.2~ we define a 
commutator Cj.2~ in 3k+~(F) as follows: 
Cj,2/e = [C~,2/r , Cj+x,i~_l], (8) 
where C~-.2o = [xj, x0] is in 31(F ). Thus, for example, 
C1,23 = [[[[x1 , Xo], [x2, xol], [[x2, Xo], [x3, Xo]]], 
[[[x~, Xo], [x~, xol], [[x~, x0], [x~, xoll]], 
and as before Cj.2~ if= Cj+I,2~. Finally, corresponding to each ~'.2~ we 
define ~e~'~ in R as follows: [~i,i--2 k 
where 
~ii  ~:~ 2k22 ~t~eL2k--x ~'J+l"2k--x , -- = iti,i_2k--1 i _2k - - l , i _2  k , 
A ej'2~ =A cj~ for j :  1 ,2,3.  t,t--20 i , i - -1  
Thus, for example, 
--~- i t i ,  i _  1 i - - l , i - -211i--2. i - -31~i--3, i - -4 i--4,i--5~i--51t--6"~i--6,i--7~'~i--7,i--8 . 
Moreover, A ej'~' ~e~+~.~ i , i - -2  k ~ I t i , t - -2~.  
We are now in a position to prove B 3 . We first note from (6) that 
%,h(Cj,2k_d = 0 if i 1 - -k  < 2k-*, 
(9) 
(1o) 
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since Cj,zk-1 ~ 8k(F) C_ 3"2k-~(F'). Further since 
C~,~ = [Cj,2~_1, Cj+~,2~_d 
by (8), using (10), Lemma 3(d) gives 
(x i , i _2~(C j ,2k)  = 0~i,i_2~:_1(q,27:_1 ) Ot i_2k - l , i _2~(C j+ l ,2k - l )  
-- %,,_~_x(Cj+~,zk_~) oq_u~_l,,_2~(Cj,z~_~ ). (11) 
We next prove by induction on k = 07 l, 2 ..... that, in ~.~-2~(Cj.2~), 
(i) the coefficient of ~e~+~.~ is zero, i , i - -2 re 
(ii) the coefficient of ae~.~ is u~(xff ~ l) ~, I~i.i__2k 
where 
u~ ~ G. (12) 
For k ---- O, 
o~i , i _2o(C j ,2o  ) ~-  O~i, i__l[Xj , XO] 
~(o) xj-(i-~)(Xo ~ 1) )t(~) - -  xo(i-1)(X7 1 1) "' i , i - -1 = " " ' i , i - -1 " - -  
(by Lemma 3(a)) 
t:~ 20 - -  XO(i_I)(x~ 1 ),(0) - -  U0(Xo I 1) ~i.i-1 " -- 1) __  - -  i l l , i _  1 
and (12) holds. Let k > 0 and assume the result for integers less than 
k. Then by the induction hypothesis the coefficient of 
A~I~2-~_~ in oti,i_2~-t(Cj,2k-1 ) is u~_l(x~ -1 -  1) 2~-~ 
and the coefficient of 
~j 2k--1 
Uk__i(X 0 - -  1)2k-~; h~_'2~_i,i_2~ in Ot i_2~- l , i _2k(C~+l ,2k_ l  ) is u -1 
and since again by the induction hypothesis the coefficient of 
hi,~_2~_l in o~i,i_21:_l(Cj+1,2k_l ) is zero,  
we obtain from (l l) the required result for k by using (9). From (12) 
we note in particular that the coefficient of 
~l 2 z-2 
hi,~_2~_2 in oq,~_2~_2(C~,z,_2 ) is uz_2(Xo ! -  1) zz-~, 
582/5/4-7 
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which is non-zero by Lemma l(b), 
completes the proof  of B3 9 
To prove B~, put 
since 2! -3 < m ~ p ~ 1. This 
Ok* = [Cj,2~-~, C~+1,20 .... , Cj+i,2ol 
~._ f J 
7~ t imes  
(13) 
for k = 0, 1, 2,.... Since Cj,2,-~ c y,a~-~,(F'), it follows that C~* ~ y,,--+~(F'); 
and so by (6) 
aij(Ck*) = 0 for i - - . /  < 2 t-2 + k. (14) 
We prove by induction on k r {0, 1 ..... m --  2 Z-2 --  l}, that in 
the coefficient of 
/~ ~eJ,2 t--2 /~ (J+l) . . .  )~ (J+l) 
,~G Tn--2/'2 ,rrt_21--2,Tr~_21--2--1 I tz?~_2/---~ I~2 _/c 
* -1 1)2~-~+k u* ~ G. (15) is ul_2,~(Xo --  for some ~-2,  
For k = 0, the result comes from (12) where u't_2,0 = u~-2. For k > 1 
assume the result for integers less than k. Since Ck* C* = [ ~_ , ,  Cj+l.~0], 
using (14)for  C* Lemma 3(e) gives /c--1 
r . . . .  2 l -2 -k [C f f - -1 '  C j+ l ,2~ 
or * - -  (xnz,m_l(Cj+l,20) m-l,m_2Z-2_k(Cle-1 )" (16) 
In the second term of  the right-hand side of (16), a . . . . .  l (Cj+l,20) gives 
(0) or ( j  + 1) for the exponent o f  A ... . . .  i (by Lemma 3(a)), whereas the 
9 9 ' 9 9 ~J  2 -3  exponent of Am,m-1 in (15) is ( j )  by the definmon of A,d~_2~-~ ; thus the 
desired coefficient can come only f rom the first term of the right-hand 
side of (16). By induction hypothesis the coefficient of 
A~-2z-2 A(j+I) ... A(J+I) 
m~m_2~--2 m_2~--2,m_21--2_ 1 m--2t--2_k+2,m_2~--2--k+l 
in, 9 , -1 1)2~+k_i ;  
U~ -2 ,  k - - l (Xo  O~m,m_2Z_2.(k_l) (Ck_ l )  i s  
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and also since by Lemma 3(a) the coefficient of  
)~(i+1) in %~-~-~-~+1 ....2t-2-k(C~+l,~ ~ m--gt--2--k+l,m--21--2--k 
i s  Y - (m-zz -2 -k -1 ) (• - I  - 1) ,  
"=J+l \'=0 
the result follows by putting u* v-(m-2,-'~-k-1) __ u,_2,x g--2, 7c--1 ~ j+ l  
Now we note, first, that C~-2~-:-1 ~7m-l(F') and, second, in (15) taking 
k = m -- 2 ~-~ -- 1 shows that in aml(C*-2*"~-O the coefficient of  
)~gJ.2 I-2 )L (J+l) .~ (J+l) iS * --1 9 "" lI/_2,m_2~._~ I (X O - -  l )  m- l ,  / ~m, en,--2z--21 ~m--2z--2 Vm--27"--2--1 "'21 
which is non-zero by Lemma l(b) since m < p. This completes the proof  
of B4. 
C* ~ and note that For the proof  of  B~, we put v~_~ ~-2 -~-x 
Thus it suffices to show that 
~,~l[v~-~, Xo ..... Xo] ~ O. (17) 
(p--m--l) t imes  
Here we use Lemma 3(c) together with (10) repeatedly to note that the 
left-hand side of (17) is equal to (x~ 1 -- l) v -~a ~,~a(v,,_l) and so, as in 
(13), the coefficient of 
~:J--2/-2 ~(J+l)  - , .  ~( J+l)  
re,m--2 t -2 m--2~--~,m--2~--2--1 "'21 
in the left-hand side of (17) is 
, , *  tX -1  __ 1 )m- l (Xo  I __ 1)~ . . . .  1 : , . *  (X -1  1 )P -2 ,  u t  --2,m--2z--~--l~ 0 u~--2,m--2t--2--1\ 0 
which is again non-zero by Lemma l(b). This completes the proof  of  B 5 . 
Finally we prove B 6 . Here we first prove by induction on 
i - - j~{1, . . . ,p -  1} 
that 
~ij[ul ..... u~_j+,] = sum of term with coefficients in Z t, (18) 
where ul ..... ur are arbitrary words in F and t ~ 0. For i - - . l  ---- 1, 
the result comes from Lemma 3(a). For i - - j  > 1, assume the result for 
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i l - - j l  < i - - J -  Put vk* = [ul ..... ui-j+k] for k= 0 ..... t, so that by 
induction hypothesis oql,~l(v* ) = sum of terms with coefficients in 2: k+l, 
for 6 - - J l  < i - - j .  By Lemma 3(c), 
~.[v,*_l ,  u,_~+~] = U -1 ~ij(Vt__l) ( i - j+t -  1) * 
+ terms containing ~iljx(v*_O with il --.]'1 < i - - j ;  
: (Ui_j+ t -1  - -  1) Otij(Vt_l)* -k terms with coefficients in X t 
(by induction hypothesis); 
--1 
- -  (lli__j+ t I) --1 - -  . . . . .  (ui-j+1 1) ~,~.(v*) 
+ terms with coefficients in X t 
(by repeated applications of Lemma 3(c) 
and the induction hypothesis); 
---- sum of terms with coefficients in X ~. 
From (18) it follows by Lemma l(a), that 
c~ij[ul ,..., ui-j+~-l] : 0, 
and so y,+m_2(F) _C ker %, ,  as was required. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We need to justify the exclusion of the group G. from the statements 
of Theorems A and B. While G. is still of exponent p, it is not hard to 
show that the solubility length of G, (and the nilpotency class of G~) is 
equal to that of G~_I 9 Further G, is nilpotent of class precisely 2p --  3. 
There seems to be an interest in determining the structure of 2-generator 
subgroups of Gin. Calculations for p ---- 5 and 7 have shown that Gm 
satisfies the (p --  1)-th Engel condition. For general p, while it is almost 
immediate (by using Lemmas l(b) and 2(a)) that G2 satisfies the (p -- 1)-th 
Engel condition, we conjecture that the same is true for Gin, for 
m = 2 ..... p -- 1. 
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